
Science & English Extra Time Choice Board
Directions: If you are done with all of your work, complete one of the options below to get a punch on your
punch card. After 10 punches, you get a prize! *10 different choices should be completed.

Science- Video
Choose a video from Ms.
Karpie’s website and
answer the following
questions:

a. Write a 3-sentence
summary (who,
what, where,
when, why)

b. Write 2 things
learned or found
interesting

Science- News
Using the Science section of
Google News, choose an
article and complete the
following questions:

a. Write a 3-sentence
summary

b. Write two things
you learned or
found interesting

Science- Crossword
Choose 15 Vocabulary
words for your Science
notes and/or about the
topic we are learning and
create a crossword puzzle,
using the definitions as
clues kn u

Science- PPT
Create a 5 slide

powerpoint presentation

that includes important

facts, events, and images

about the topics we are

learning about.

Science- Research
Write at least 250 words
about additional
information about the topic
we are learning about.
Topics can be:famous
events in history, scientists
that have contributed to
the topic, locations around
the world where the topic
is relevant, specific facts
about the topic, etc .

Science-
Quiz Questions
Using the topic we are

learning about, create 8

test/quiz questions and

provide the answer.

Questions can be

multiple choice or short

answers. You may also

use the ESRT as a

reference for some of

your questions.

English- Typing Game
Complete a lesson on

https://www.freetypingg

ame.net/free-typing-less

on.asp

Once you hit your goal,

you get a punch! (No

repeating of lessons)

English- Master a
topic
Master a topic of your

choice (that you didn’t

know already!!)

Examples: Learn every

capital in the 50 states,

learn three facts about

10 different animals,

name the planets and

describe them, tell me

the details of an

important historical

event etc.

English-Quiz
Questions
Create a 20-question

vocabulary quiz using our

current words. Sections

can include: Fill in the

blank, matching,

True/False, Draw a

Picture, Write a sentence

English-Letter/
Card Writing
Write a letter to

someone who has

recently done something

helpful, funny, or

something else

memorable. Your letter

should be positive and at

least 150 words.

English-Vocab Game
Go to freerice.com and

complete the questions.

Once you get to 250

pieces of rice donated,

you get a punch!

English-
Independent Reading
Complete an

independent reading

book and write a

summary of the text in

less than 30 words. You

are NOT able to go over

30 words.
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